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0 of 0 review helpful Mixed thoughts on a great book By LadyDarya I give 5 stars for the book it gets better and better 
I give Shane a big ol whopping 1 star in this book I totally had sympathy for Gillie and his sense of not being an equal 
partner in the triad Yes he showed it in his typically immature fashion and should have done as he suggested to 
himself and just said what he was worried about but still I spen If Achilles ancient hero of the Trojan War had worn 
proper footwear then Gillibran Brown modern hero of the Domestic Empire would get into a lot less trouble or so he 
believes A kiss heralds the arrival of a most unwelcome and troublesome visitor who throws the eponymous houseboy 
out of kilter with life and his beloved dictators Dick and Shane Achilles and the Houseboy is the third book in the 
Memoirs of a Houseboy series 
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